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Blazed-binary gratings for which a blazed effect with binary etches is achieved under normal incidence
offer first-order diffraction efficiencies larger than those of blazed-échelette gratings in the resonance domain
[Opt. Lett. 23, 1081 (1998)]. We provide further insight into the behavior of blazed-binary gratings and show
that they operate efficiently under symmetrical mounting and over a wide field-angle interval. These properties are illustrated with theoretical and experimental results obtained for an 艐1000-line兾mm grating at
633 nm. © 2000 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 050.1970, 050.1950, 050.1380.

Standard blazed-échelette diffractive elements fabricated with single-point laser or electron-beam writers
offer highly efficient blazes when the local period is
much larger than the wavelength. In the resonance
domain (grating periods of the order of a few wavelengths), the performance of these continuous-prof ile
elements deteriorates significantly because of the
so-called shadowing effect. This deterioration prevents achievement of highly eff icient diffractive
elements with high numerical apertures.
Recent experimental evidence1,2 showed that blazedbinary diffractive elements, a family of diffractive
elements composed of subwavelength binary features
etched into dielectric materials, do not suffer from the
shadowing effect and offer high performance in the
resonance domain. Another striking example of high
performance is observed for the 990-nm-period grating
shown in Fig. 1; under normally incident unpolarized
illumination at 633 nm, the measured first-order
transmitted eff iciencies of this blazed-binary grating
are 78% (illumination from glass) and 79% (illumination from air), values that are 21% and 49% higher,
respectively, than those achieved theoretically by use
of a blazed-échelette grating etched into glass with
the same period, L 苷 990 nm. The high performance
of blazed-binary diffractive elements in the resonance
domain is intrinsic to their binary prof ile; it is due
to a waveguiding effect3 through the subwavelength
features and, consequently, to a reduction of the
shadowing effect. In this Letter we provide further
insight into the unusual behavior of these gratings
and show that blazed-binary gratings exhibit high
performance under a wide range of angles of incidence,
thus making them attractive for operation in compact
systems with oblique incident beams.
The principle of operation of blazed-binary diffractive elements relies on the analogy between periodic
subwavelength structures and artif icial dielectric materials.4,5 With this analogy, index-gradient diffractive elements that produce a blazed effect in a specified
0146-9592/00/231690-03$15.00/0

transmitted diffracted order, in general the f irst order,
are implemented with only binary prof iles. The grating shown in Fig. 1 follows this analogy and is an implementation of a one-dimensional (1D) phase function
that is linearly varying from 0 to 2p within the 990-nm
period. For this design the phase function is sampled
on a regular bidimensional grid with 330-nm spacing.
This sampling results in three pillars per period. The
pillar widths are f ixed by a calibration curve that relates the phase delay for a given etched depth to the
fraction of etched material that is removed, or equivalently to the local effective index. More details can be
found in procedure 2 of Ref. 2. The maximum effective index (nmax in Ref. 2) is 1.77, and the TiO2 -film
共n 苷 2.3兲 thickness is h 苷 l兾共nmax 2 1兲 苷 817 nm.
Fabrication of the grating relies on electron-beam writing in a poly(methyl methacrylate) layer, lift-off with
a nickel mask, and reactive-ion etching into the TiO2
thin film. The slight roughness observed in Fig. 1 at

Fig. 1. Scanning electron microscope photograph of a
990-nm-period blazed-binary grating. The center-tocenter pillar spacing is 330 nm.
© 2000 Optical Society of America
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the bottom of the pillars is likely to be due to a technical problem during argon-ion-assisted TiO2 -film deposition. The roughness at the top of the pillars is due to
the gold layer that was deposited for scanning electron
microscope observation. The written grating pattern
is a 208-mm-side square.
The grating is tested with a He –Ne laser beam
共l 苷 633 nm兲 that is slightly focused with a lens of
43-mm focal length. Fixing the grating on a rotation
stage allows for measurement over a range of angles
of incidence. We determine the first-order diffraction
efficiency by measuring the power of the first-order
diffracted beam and dividing it by the power of the
incident beam. The measurements are numerically
corrected for Fresnel losses incurred at the rear
surface of the glass substrate.
Figure 2 shows the f irst-order eff iciency of the
grating shown in Fig. 1, when the grating is illuminated from the substrate with unpolarized light, as a
function of angle of incidence u in air. The efficiency
is weakly dependent on the polarization. The two
experimental curves correspond to conical incidence
(the plane of incidence parallel to the grating grooves)
and classical incidence (the plane of incidence perpendicular to the grating grooves). Similar behavior
is obtained for grating illumination from air. The
solid curves are rigorous numerical results obtained
with the Fourier modal method.6 Basically, good
agreement between experimental and numerical
results is obtained, although we note that, at small
angles of incidence, the measured eff iciencies are
艐10% lower than the theoretical predictions. This
10% deviation was already observed in previous work2
and is attributed to fabrication errors. The conical
incidence behavior is similar to that obtained with
a standard blazed-échelette grating. This behavior
is weakly dependent on the incidence angle. More
noteworthy is the classical incidence behavior: (1) A
plateau with eff iciencies greater than 70% is obtained
for angles of incidence in the interval 关255±; 8±兴, and
(2) maximum diffraction efficiency is obtained for an
oblique incidence of 艐 220±. We also note two minima
of the efficiency at u 艐 230± and u 艐 210±. They are
due to a redistribution of the energy into the negativefirst ref lected and negative-second transmitted orders.
The maximum eff iciency (experimentally found
to be 86%) is achieved for u 艐 220± and incidence
angle approximately equal to the Littrow angle,
jsinuB j 苷 l兾2L. This maximum efficiency in the
symmetrical condition is not fortuitous. It was also
observed for the 3l-period blazed-binary grating
presented in Ref. 2 (uB 艐 210± in that case). The
symmetrical mount is an important geometry for
gratings in practice because it allows for high efficiency. For ref lection gratings, high diffraction
efficiencies at the Littrow angle were already reported
for various prof iles.7 The high eff iciencies are a
direct consequence7 of the reciprocity theorem and
of symmetry. Figure 3 shows the magnetic f ield
distribution inside a 1D 990-nm-period blazed-binary
grating composed of three ridges per period. The
grating, which is a 1D version of that shown in Fig. 1,
is illuminated from the glass substrate 共z , 0兲 by a
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TM-polarized light 共l 苷 633 nm兲 at the symmetrical
mount. First, we note that the waveguiding effect3
also holds at the symmetrical mount. That this is so
is clear from the observation of the light conf inement
in the two upper-right ridges. Second, we note that
the Poynting vector, represented by the white arrows
in Fig. 3, is nearly vertical over all the grating region.
As a consequence, eff icient energy f low through
the grating is achieved; the theoretical efficiency
normalized to the eff iciency of all the transmitted
orders, a quantity that does not take into account the
Fresnel losses, is as high as 94%. Various simulations
have shown that, although the subwavelength ridges
behave as waveguides for any oblique incidence, the
verticality of the Poynting vector is a unique feature
of the symmetrical mount.
Figure 4 shows a comparison of the field-angle dependence of the transmitted first-order eff iciency for
several grating geometries illuminated under classical
mounts from the glass substrate with unpolarized
light. The pluses correspond to the experimental
results of Fig. 2. The dashed and solid curves are

Fig. 2. Transmitted f irst-order eff iciency as a function of
angle of incidence (in air). Pluses, experimental results;
solid curves, numerical results. The efficiencies are obtained for unpolarized light and for illumination from the
glass substrate. The f irst order is evanescent for incidence
angles larger than 21± for the classical diffraction case.

Fig. 3. Distribution of the magnitude of the magnetic
field vector inside a 990-nm-period 1D blazed-binary
grating under the symmetrical mount for TM polarization.
White areas correspond to large magnitudes. The white
arrows represent the average Poynting vectors. The
ridge fill factors are 0.2086, 0.3745, and 0.4894. The
corresponding effective indices are 1.129, 1.387, and 1.645,
the same as those of the blazed-binary grating of Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4. Field-angle behavior of the transmitted first-order
eff iciencies for several grating prof iles under unpolarized
illumination 共l 苷 633 nm兲 from the glass substrate.
Pluses, experimental results of Fig. 2; dashed curve,
990-nm-period échelette gratings etched into glass; solid
curve, four-level 949-nm-period grating optimized for
maximum efficiency at normal incidence (the transitionpoint locations are given in the f irst line of Table 2 in
Ref. 8).

numerical results. The dashed curve holds for
a blazed-échelette grating with a 990-nm-period,
etched into glass. The solid curve corresponds to
a 1.5l-period four-level diffractive grating etched
into glass whose transition-point locations are optimized through electromagnetic theory for maximum
efficiency under normal incidence. 8 From Fig. 4,
it is shown that the diffraction efficiency of the
blazed-échelette grating is very sensitive to the incidence angle: For u as small as 212±, the first-order
efficiency is only 26%. The optimized multilevel grating offers better performance. At normal incidence,
relatively high efficiency (78%) is achieved as a result
of parametric optimization. However, the interval
关215±; 5±兴 over which the optimized multilevel grating
efficiency is greater than 70% is only 20±, as opposed
to the 60± interval achieved with the blazed-binary
grating. Although parametric optimization makes
physical insight into the field-angle behavior of the
optimized multilevel grating diff icult, we note that,
for u ,220±, the performance of the échelette grating
and that of the optimized multilevel grating are similar. This observation indicates that the field-angle
behavior of these two gratings is likely to be dominated

by the same physical phenomena, a shadowing effect3
and a phase shift that increasingly departs from the
ideal 0 2p shift as the incidence becomes oblique.
Blazed-binary gratings behave in a rather different
way from blazed gratings. Their field-angle behavior
is driven both by the effective-index dependence on
the incident angle and by the waveguiding effect.
The latter is effective even for large u values. Consequently, high diffraction efficiencies are achieved
over a wide range of angles of incidence. Unlike
the optimized multilevel grating, the blazed-binary
grating operation does not rely on any electromagnetic
refinements of the pillar widths or locations; the subwavelength features are directly obtained by physical
considerations through effective-medium theory. We
believe that this physical base is responsible for the
wide-field-angle acceptance of blazed-binary gratings.
In conclusion, this study has revealed that blazedbinary gratings operating in the resonance domain
with unpolarized light present nearly maximal efficiencies at the symmetrical mount and offer high
efficiencies over a wide f ield-angle interval. These interesting features make blazed-binary diffractive elements attractive candidates for operation in compact
systems with focused beams or oblique incidences.
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